Palo
The Palo linear light was engineered and designed as a direct replacement for traditional fluorescent desk lighting. Its competitive
price point allows for specification on bid projects, as well as single application upgrades. High quality, color correct LEDs provide
an even diffused plane of light across the work surface. Low energy draw reduces utility costs, and a rated 50,000 hour life reduces
maintenance expenses from bulb replacements. The super thin profile provides a simple clean aesthetic and allows it to be virtually
undetectable when installed.

Palo™

For more information about how elio could benefit your retail
facility, please contact one of our dedicated professionals at

Bright ideas for workspace lighting.

1-888-871-8860.

To view more LED lighting solutions, visit us online at:
www.itc-us.com

© elio An ITC Incorporated Company
230 E. Lakewood Blvd.
Holland, MI 49424
616-396-1355

Our job is to make your job easier.
elio/ITC’s commitment to listening and responding to
customer needs is what sets our team apart. Top to bottom,
we’re known for exceeding customer expectations. From
helping to develop custom solutions to making sure your
products arrive on time and complete, we’re always at your
service!
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The Ergonomics of Light

The Energy Savings of Light

LEDs have many advantages, including low energy draw, instant on and long life. But one of the biggest advantages to office workers

Visual comfort is not the only reason for reducing ambient light levels, there are also significant savings that can be achieved by reducing

is that LEDs give off pure white light. This is an important distinction between LED and fluorescent lights because fluorescents

the overall power usage. By specifying 40 Foot Candles (FC) versus the old standard of 100 FC, companies could save an estimated

give off a yellow frequency. This yellow color cannot be distinguished by the naked eye, but is instead felt through headaches and

$593.85 per 200 sq. ft. office. The money saved from reducing overhead lights could be used for individual task lighting. Employers will

eye strain. The yellow frequency is not absorbed into white paper or work surfaces and is reflected back causing glare. This glare

not only save by reducing energy costs but will also benefit from increased worker productivity. An estimated 75% of employees claim

is a contributing factor to the estimated 68% of workers that complain about the lighting in their office. Poor lighting leads to

they could be more efficient with better lighting conditions. Reduced energy costs and higher employee productivity make for a better

headaches and eye fatigue and is labeled by OSHA as the leading health hazard in the workplace.

bottom line, which is the goal of every company.

Vega™

Vega | Capella
Capella and Vega are energy-efficient, eco-friendly LED light fixtures

Capella™

Atlas
Atlas™

Atlas’s low energy draw and diffused light make it the perfect energy-efficient

that deliver superior lighting for the office environment. The low profile

LED solution for under-cabinet lighting. Multiple mounting options include,

of the lights allows the light source to be hidden from view cutting

magnets, screws or double sided tape, and allow for installation in any

down on distracting glare. Various mounting options including, magnets,

workstation or office. Atlas’s low profile design makes the fixture virtually

screws, or double sided tape allow for simple and quick installation on

undetectable when installed - perfect for the benching systems of today’s

any furniture system. The Capella light features adjustable end caps

workplace. Atlas lights are available in a 19” length and allow you to daisy chain

that allow light to be directed exactly where needed. Both Vega and

up to three units with the ability to control each fixture from a single master

Capella are offered in 18” and 30" lengths an allow you to daisy chain up

switch or modular occupancy sensor.

to three 18” units or two 30” units with the ability to control each fixture
from a single master switch or modular occupancy sensor.
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The Palo linear light was engineered and designed as a direct replacement for traditional fluorescent desk lighting. Its competitive
price point allows for specification on bid projects, as well as single application upgrades. High quality, color correct LEDs provide
an even diffused plane of light across the work surface. Low energy draw reduces utility costs, and a rated 50,000 hour life reduces
maintenance expenses from bulb replacements. The super thin profile provides a simple clean aesthetic and allows it to be virtually
undetectable when installed.
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